In Memory Of CM 1 Milford Marvin Tognazzini,
Fatally lniured In A Vehicle Explosion On
August 16, 1969, Republic Of Vietnam.
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A New Training Schedule Commences

In Preparation For Next Deployment
The leave period had passed for most and the great turnover
in personnel had at last slackened to where the battalion was
once again at full strength.
The opportune time had arrived to begin battalion-wide preparations for- the next deployment . . . training. For the men of
Nava l Mobile Construction Battalion ELEVEN the technical period
of training was in progress.
Whether a 10-week school, a brush-up class or on the job
training (OJT) such as work on the new club (far right) throughout this time prior to military training and the actual deploying
the men receive the technical training that will be required for a
successful deployment.
On the battalion level classes in Disaster Recovery Training
(right and below), Safe Driving, Civil Disturbances and others
were required of the men to insure safety and assistance for any
form of man-made or natural disaster which might occur. In
addition classes such as the Vietnamese language class were held
optional for the men of the battalion showing interest.
It was on the company level, however, that most of the actual
technical training was offered for the men of the battalion. Here,
schools for their individual rates or related fields were offered.
With up to 50% new personnel in the companies, the training
received in the various 'A' Schools was relied upon to train the
men in the basics that was required of them.
For the veterans of prior schools 'B' and 'C' Schools were
offered, as well as, some specialized classes.
For the majority of the construction workers of the battalion
the schools were a relatively easy matter to attend because they
were located within the Construction Battalion Center at Port
Hueneme, Calif. Here, within the various BU, CE, CM, EO, EA,
SW and UT rates the men studied the techniques of the construction field that would be of most interest and use to them during
future deployments.
Whether they were interested in welding, plumbing, automotive repair, surveying, earthmoving (below) and heavy equipment
(cont. page 9)
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TECHNICAL TRAINING

Schools Provide Skilled Seabees
(Cont. from page 6)
work (far left), building or electrical work or related closses,
they were oil located within the confines of CBC.
Construction electricians (left and far left) study ond practice
the techniques of pole climbing in one of these schools offered in
doily sessions on the base.
Other specialized courses in single aspects of the construction
field were also given to those with previous schooling or experience. These classes, such as cable splicing school in New York
and air conditioning school in Son Diego often hod the men of
the battalion temporarily assigned duty (TAD) for as long as 14
weeks.
The remainder of the battalion, those not involved with the
construction rotes, were also going through a technical training
p eriod at this time. Traveling to Son Diego and various other
p oints, the SK's, CS's and other fleet rotes within the bottolion
attended their school later to rejoin the battalion at Port Hueneme
.
b efore deploying.
With such a variety of schools available to battalion personnel, almost every man received the training in his chosen field
d uring this period.
As much as 90% of the company manpower were in formal
classroom training during these periods of technicol training. The
o dd percentage not in schools during these times in the training
program were utilized in their capacity for OJT projects around
the base.
The OJT work p erformed by the construction workers included
work on a new base club, Butler building work, concrete and
fencing projects and other general projects.
In the latter part of the training period battalion personnel
were also involved in the construction of a small crafts berth
(center) at Port Hueneme and the repainting of hospital rooms for
the medical center located on the base.
With the technical training nearing an end and militory training still an obstacle before them, the men were through with
their training. There would be a time of rest from their rotes
during the next stage of troining.
However, with their deploying they would once again return
to the rotes for which they hod trained in homeport. It would
only be noted after the deployment was over whether the homeport training had indeed paid off or not and what chonges were
needed if necessary. From this time on they could only reflect
who! they hod learned.

SW3 T. A. De nny and SW2 D. L. Busta work inside the new
club being built by battalion construction men on one of the many
OJT projects (above). At the same site a builder (upper right)
assists with the woodwork portion of the project. The battalion's
companies joined together to finish several projects about the
base during the training period.
In the shop area battalion personnel learn the secrets of
sheet metal work in preparation for an eventual deployment.
Painting the office spaces (far right) other construction men carry
out still another OJT project.
EACN M. Morand sights in on a transit (center) in part of
the training offered battalion e ngineering aids during the homeport training period.
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SEABEE BALL BATTALION PARTY

Time Out For Fun And Relaxation
Means A Break From Training
Though work was the norm throughout the homeport deployment there were periodical breaks in the working and studying
schedules to allow the construction men to unwind and enjoy the
other side of the scale.
During the first week in Morch battalion personnel along
with other units at Port Hueneme celebrated the annual Seabee
Ball. The forma l occasion boasted an evening of dancing, entertainment (right and below), food and drink and was highlighted
with the choosing of a Seabee queen and royalty (upper center).
Again in mid-Moy battalion personnel were invited to attend
a celebration. This time however, the occasion was exclusively
for Naval Mobile Construction Battalion ELEVEN personnel. It
was late in the homeport deployment and the battalion party
was to be the last big event for the men before deploying.
Entertainment by a popular band and dancing (lower center),
coupled with food and drink (far right) made the party an exciting and possibly an overindulging evening for the men of the
battalion and their wives and girlfriends. However, no complaints
were voiced.
The highlight of the evening was the presentation of the Seabee of the deployment award. The award is presented to the
construction man most deserving for his merits throughout the
year. CEl Harold E. Colvin was presented the award by Commander William K. Hartel!, Eleven's commanding officer (upper
right).
The occasion was shadowed with the fact that only hard work
remained in preparation for the future d eployment but dampened
spirits were never visoble and laughter and good times prevailed.
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Military Training Via The Classroom
With the technical training phase past, the time had arrived
to begin battalion-wide military training. Everything that could
possibly be accomplished would be scheduled during the next
five weeks at Port Hueneme.
For those not up to par along the physical fitness lines, the
JFK Physical Fitness Tests would solve the problem. Pushups (below), Situps (center), running, jumping and other exercises would
decide whether battalion personnel were in need of shaping exercise. For those not qualifying a special daily exercise period
was set up until they could qualify.
Next the battalion personnel were issued 782 gear, a pack
containing everything from mess g ear to shelte r and protection
from possible enemy action. Inspections (upper left) assured that
every man hod the necessary contents for use during the training
period and during the deployment.
Classroom instruction (left) comprised a large portion of the
first weeks of military training and gave every mon the basics he
would need for the situations that would and might arise during
the deployment. Classes in booby traps, gas warfare and Vietnam
environment were only a few of those covered during this period
in the schedule.
At many times the men wt~e made part of the class lecture
and were made to experience the situation such as in the gas
chamber (lower left), for os the old adage states, " experience
is the best teacher" and the men learned.
During the next phase of training the Seabees learned to
know their weapons, the M-14 and M-16 rifles, and what to expect from them under ony conditions. Working with the M-14 first
and then on to the M-16, which they would use during the deployment, the men were taught the mechanics of the weapon ond
became adept at the assembling, cleaning ond care of them.
Then it wos out to the firing range to become proficient in the
firing of the weapon. Up at sunrise and returning after dark, the
days were long, but the majority of the battalion would eventually qualify on the range.
With the homeport training fostly coming to on end and the
men of Eleven finishing up their firing range activities, preparations were being made for the final phase of the training ot Port
Hueneme, the actual maneuvers and conditions in the field.
Here all the training to dote would be put to use in an overnight bivouac and mission objective. There would be horossment
and almost every imaginable combat condition would be put to
use.
(cont. page 17)
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The Classroom Moves To Broome Ranch
(Cont. from Page 15)
Loading aboard manhauls at sunrise battalion personnel were
driven to a starting point for the overnight ordeal. From here on
everything would involve manpower alone.
Lining up, the battalion marched to their objective (upper
left) and were given courses in the field (lower center) and actual
demonstrations which couldn't be conducted in the classroom
(below}.
Combat rations and water buffalos (left) replaced the regular
meals for this period, and a foxhole and shelter half replaced a
warm home and a comfortable bed.
Marching in tactical formations the battalion trudged through
the rugged terrain facing simulated enemy contact to take a predetermined position.
Here the battalion split up into various sections and assumed
protective, scouting or other duties for the maneuver. Now all
that remained was to dig in and wait for the enemy to come and
try to overrun the position, which everyone knew they would
try to do.
As darkness fell over the position the men had finished their
fina l meal and posted watches for the long night. In the distance
on occasional shot could be heard and minor enemy harassment
affected almost everyone ot one time during this period.
Then it happened, while most of the comp slept the enemy
attacked. The initial attack was underway. Now only quick action
and experience learned from the classroom would pay off. If the
enemy gets through, draw bock to the alternate position, but at
all costs save the command post.
Attack ofter attack are experienced around the perimeter and
!he Seobees manage to stay off the enemy. Throughout the night
the enemy continues, but is repelled. And with the down the
weary and now battlescarred construction men get the word that
they have done well and that the maneuver is over. It's time to
pack up and go.
This time it was only a game, but once the deployment starts
it may very well be a matter of life and death. The experience
gained may well make the difference.
It's a longer walk out than in for the tired Seabees, but now
the Port Hueneme portion of military training is over. As they return to their starting positions and food bock on the mcm hauls
th_e only time that remains prior to deploying will be ot Camp
Pendleton for their final phase of military training.
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While at Camp Pendleton battalion personnel learn to fire the
M-16 in combat situations (upper left) and on the range (lower
center) in rounding out their previous experience on the weapon.
The mechanics of the hand grenade and the correct procedures
for throwing it (lower left) also enters into the training schedule.
A march through the booby trap course acquaints the Seabees
with many of the devices the enemy hos been known to use.
And finally another bivouac (upper center) brings the battalion's military training to a close.
In the few remaining days prior to deploying the men and the
battalion must toke of any lost minute details that ore necessary.
For the next nine months the construction men will be expected to
put to use what they have learned du ring the homeport training
periods.
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When Training Ends
It's Time To Depart
During the last week in June the battalion began their overseas deployment. Family and friends gathered with the Seabees
at the Pt. Mugu airport waiting room (lower left). Then with o
musical farewell by the CBC band and encouraging by pretty
stewardesses (lower center) the men began loading aboard the
flight.
Within the week four flights had departed for Vietnam and
one for Okinawa. This was to be the fourth consecutive deployment for ELEVEN in Vietnam and its second in the Ryukyuan Islands.
In 1966 the battalion was in De Nang East for its first deployment to Vietnam. During the deployment at Camp Adenir the
battalion built the Monkey Mountain Road, the Tourane Bridge,
the main hospital for the area and works for Marines and other
units.
In 1967 at Dong Ho, less than 10 miles from the DMZ, NMCB11 become the m.>rthernmost Seabee battalion in Vietnam. The
battalion experienced one of the biggest ammunition explosions
in history when the base ammunition supply point was hit on
September 3.
The Quang Tri deployment in 1968 saw the battalion undertaking a massive project to construct shelter for thousands of
Marines and soldiers. Working on seven job sites with every available man 10112 hours doily, the Sea bees constructed 2,000 structures in eight weeks.
The history of NMCB-11 dotes back to July 1942 when it
was commissioned as a wartime battalion. June of 1943 found
them at Tuluilo, Samoa building airstrips, hospitals and quarters
for Marines, and later that year repair and construction of the
Pacific Supply Depot at Nouma Harbor, New Coledonia lslond,
The following year the men of ELEVEN were at lombror
Point and Los Negros Island repairing seaplanes and building a
small craft landing facility. In June 1945 the battalion deployed
to Subic Bay, Philippines for construction of on amphibious training center and Marine railway. In December the battalion was
deactivated.
On September 14, 1953 NMCB-11 was recommissioned. The
battalion saw construction work at Cubi Point, Philippines that
year and the next. In 1955 NMCB-11 was at Kodiak, Alosko ond
later Kwajalein, Marshall Islands. In 1959 the battalion was in
Guam.
In the years 1961-1965 the battalion won the Efficiency Award
four times, missing it in 1964.
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Vietnam: A New Nation Faces An Old Problem
In 1954 the tiny country of South Vietnam emerged as one
of the free notions of the world. This conclusion to more than
1,000 years of mixed domination by the Chinese ond French
however, didn't stop conflict within the notion.
In 1959 communist guerrillas infiltrated into the notion and
began terrorist raids. Because of the increased terrorist activity
the United States pledged support of the independent notion in
1961. This is the situation today.
Looking at the people of this notion gives insight to the more
than 2,000 year heritage of Vietnam. The well proportioned but
small people ore somewhat reserved and polite with great respect
for virtue and knowledge. Irreverence for time and taboos on open
affection ore generally characteristic of the Vietnamese.
The family is the mainstay of Vietnam life. Above oil, including o husband, the family is the primary concern in all instances.
It would bring dishonor if not observed.
Western influence is reflected in most Vietnamese cities, but
in rural areas the thatched roofs, mud walls and dirt floors ore
reflective of the old way of life.
Market places ore present in virtually every Vietnamese village. Here the people gather to gossip and purchase their every
need. With fresh fruit, vegetables and more than 300 varieties
of fish available the Vietnamese diet is readily sustaining. Teo is
the principal beverage with coffee, whiskey, French wines and
champagne available in the cities.
Buddhism is the primary religion of Vietnam with Confucianism, Taoism and Christianity represented in sizable proportions.
All children ore required to toke three years of primary education with secondary education and universities for those academically inclined.
Though much of the culture of Vietnam hos been lost to the
forests and time, the fine wood carvings, metal work and remaining structures reflect the craftsmanship of these unique p eople.
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ARRIVAL

Eleven Settles In To Begin A Deployment
I

"Welcome to Comp Hoines," (below) "We hope your next
nine months will be pleasant." This wasn't quite the situation, but
at any rote the four Vietnam bound flights eventoully landed in
Do Nang (upper left), then flew to Phu Bai (center) and finally
arrived by monhoul at Comp Hoines.
The comp, located at Comp Evans just north of Hue, was an
interesting one at first glance. The entire living oreo was composed of circularly placed huts with showers in the center. Even
the odmihistrotion area was patte rned this way. Confusing al first,
the Seobees gradually become acquainted with the landmarks to
direct their efforts to their huts.
Upon arrival Commanding Officer William K. Hortell accepted
the comp from the NMCB-10 commanding officer (lower center)
and the flog of NMCB-11 took its place atop the comp (lower
left).
On July 28 Commander William K. Hortell, ofter two yea rs
with the battalion, was relieved by Commander Jock l. Godsey
(left) in ceremonies within the administration circle.
From now until the end of the deployment the nearly 500
Seobees would put to use what they hod learned during their
homeport training or previous tours. This was the start, the end
was another nine months off.
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This cruise book has special meaning now that we have completed our 1969 deployment. It marks the end of a challenging but,
at times, frustrating deployment which found us at locations such as
Camp Haines, LZ Nancy, LZ Sally, Song Bo, Phu Loe, Dong Ha, Saigon,
Okinawa, Guam, and elsewhere. It morks a deployment in which the
Battalion was the largest on active duty, numbering nearly 1100 officers and men. It was a deployment which sow the Battalion split up
and spread throughout Vietnam and various islands in the Southwest
Pacific. Finally the conclusion of this deployment marks the departure
of NMCB ELEVEN from active service.
I am truly proud to have been a part of this unit whose long and
brilliant history of service to our country will not be forgotten. To the
officers and men who have de voted so much of themselves to moke
this final deployment a most successful one, I extend my deepest appreciation. We were a "Can Do" outfit and we " Hove Done".

JACK l. GODSEY
COMMANDER, CEC, USN
COMMANDING OFFICER

Executive

Officer

Mobile

The return of Mobile Construction Battalion Eleven from its fourth
Vietnam Deployment gives cause for both happiness and sad ness. The
retu rn of the command from a long and difficult dep loyment, to be
reun ited with friends and family is always a happy occasion. It is a
sad occasion to have the Battalion which we hove worked so hard fo r,
deactivated. Each man can be justifiably p roud of the accomplishments
of NMCB ELEVEN and his contributions to these accomplishments. Your
service during this d eployment, whether it was on Okinawa, Guam,
o r Vietnam, has been outstanding and instrumental in the Commands
ability lo complete a difficult task. I wish to express my appreciation
to each one of you for the tremendous efforts put forth and wish you
success in your future endeavors.
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0" JAY WILLIAMS
LT. COMMANDER, CEC, USN
EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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WHEN THE
LARGEST
COMPANY HAS
A PROJECT
ED'S AND CM 'S
EOC B. l. Alexander

EOC G. Clary

EOC W. l. Collins

ASSURE THAT

Alpha Keeps Rolling
From the time of their arrival in Vietnam through their departure to homeport the men of Alpha company were tasked
with a multitude of independent proiects or assisted other companies or battalions to insure maximum productivity.
Upon arrival at Comp Hoines crews were sent to Phu Loe,
north of Do Nang, to assist in the completion of Route One roadwork in that area. The detac hment aided in crusher, drilling a nd
a sphalt plant operations as well as, the actual hauling and laying
of the crushed rock and asphalt.
During the efforts the detachment rock crusher surpassed its
quota of crushed rock for ten consecutive weeks, longer than any
previous records for Phu Loe.
The crew returned to the main body in October having com-
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CMCS A. Dumas

EOC K. F. Durkee

CMC l. Kleinou

CMC F. Martz

CMC R. Moyer

CMC F. Stevenson

pleted operations, and assisted the battalion in the completion
of major p rojects in t he lost month of the Vietnam deployment.
The b iggest project for Alpha company personnel throughout
the deployment involved the completion of a new rood north of
Comp Hoines to Quang Tri. This ioint-bottolion effort sow the construction men using the majority of their heavy equipment in the
pioneering (above) of the new rood and bypass work along with
normal earth hauling and moving (left) required.
The new improved route opened in October, however minor
improvements and completion work were continued through the
end of the deployment.
Through the first ten days of August, Alpha company construction men and their heavy equipment scurried with the rest
of the battalion in the construction of a highway bridge south of
camp. The bridge, Bridge 1SA along Route One, was destroyed
by fire.
In a 10-day effort Alpha company vehicles hauled the materials to the site, as they did in almost every battalion site, and
used their pile-drivers, cranes and other heavy equipment in the
completion of the project in the record time.
On the Song Bo River five miles south of comp, Alpha company personnel were assisting in another battalion project. Using
their heavy equipment once again, the construction men assisted
other battalion personnel in the reconstruction of a Vietnamese
rail road bridge.
For their efforts at the camp site and assisting in the building
of a causeway and the raising of a fallen section of the bridge
and new spans, the construction men were awarded the Vietnamese medal of honor.
On two other sites north of Hue, Alpha company personnel
assisted in the construction of two new timber bridges, links in
the Vietnamese transportation system to Hue and south to Da
Nang. Their pile-driving and hauling techniques were employed
once again on the remote sites.
Within the confines of Comp Haines construction mechanics
worked in the sections of the light and heavy shops, sometimes
24-hours a day, to insure that the heavy equipment would be
available and runni ng if needed.
By far the largest company, nearly 200 strong, the equipment
operators held up their proportion of the work load through the
short but productive deployment.

LT R. G. McMANUS
Alpha Company Commander

ENS W. E. REICHMUTH
Assistant Company Commander

ENS J. A. LARSON
OIC Phu Loe Detail

E03 P. Gonzales steam cleans a piece of Alpha Company heavy equipment.

Abshier

Adams

Ancheta

Ansell, J.

Ansell, L.

Arnold

Atkinson

Babcock

Balzer

Ba rnette

Baumgart

Bout

Bell

Benge

Bennett

Benson

Berg

Bollweg

Boring

Bouck

Bradley

Breen

Broody

Buikema

Burlingame

Burr

Campbell

Compos

Costillo

Chee

Clorin

Clark

Clickner

Cloyd

Coates

Collins

Fill dirt is loaded on an Athey Wagon as work on the My Chan by-pass road progresses.

Cook

Cooper

Cusimano

Dady

Davis, J.

Davis, J.

Davis, M.

Dawkins

Decker

Delucas

Denning

Dunford

Dunsdon

Dupree

Durkee

Eastin

Eby

Echelberger

Edward

Ehr heart

Elam

Eller

Elliott

Eslinger

Faust

Fay

Fisher

Fitzsimmons

Fraley

Francisco

Frisone

Fu rm on

Galiney

Garcia

Gardner, C.

Gardner, D.

Gentilcore

Geise rt

Glover

Groves

Gray

Graybeale

Griffin

Grose

Gustaeson

Hansen

Haralson

Harman

Harris

Harvey

Hedge

Helmstetter

Hofferi

Hudson

Hutchinson

Jacobs, F.

Jacobs, J.

Jansen

Jaynes

Johnson, C.

Johnson, C.

Jorgensen

Judge

Kaley

Kastens

Ketchum

Kitelinger

Koura

Kreth

Krouse

Lautenbach

Lawter

Leonard

lewis

lib er

like

Maddox, l.

Maddox, R.

Macleod

Martin

May

McDonald

McKenney

McKinlev

McMillian

Meigs

Meyer

Moody

Moore

Mora

Morelock

Morgan

Mursh

Neadow

Nelson, D.

Nelson, F.

Nesline

Newcomb

Nichols

Norby

Odom

Pacheco

Pederson

Peloso

Peterman

Petro

Pflaum

Phillips

Pine

Pivik

Plowman

Poillon

Poissant

Po Iden

,I

Pool

Poore

Poss

Preston

Rabi sh

Renner

Richard

Ross

Rossi

Rowe

Sager

Schroeder

Schultz

Scott

Sharpe

Shay

Shelby

Shelton

Shreffler

Smith, C.

Smith, D.

Sparr

Sprague

Spratlen
Al

Stoll

Stephan

Strunk

Swiney

Swan

Tellez

Tingle

Tubby

Tullock

Turnbull

Turner, A.

Turner, G.

Turnwoll

Urbiho

Von Tassel

Vosquez
CM's worked on the mechanical osoect of Aloha Comoonv.

I Veal

Vermillion

Voigt

Waddingham

Wade

Wallace, D.

Wallace, M.

Ward

Watson

Weiler

Welch

Westmoreland

Wilharms

Williams

Woodard

I

Wilson

Winkler

Wood

Alpha's dispatcher insured that each job was provided equipment.
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For Bravo, A Little Means A Lot

UTCS D. M. FAIN
Bravo Company Commander

UTC C. M. BLAIR
Assistant

Being the smallest company hod certain disadvantages along
the manpower scale, but obstacles can be overcome and seemingly were th roughout the deployment by Bravo company.
Though small in number they managed to stretch their availability to fill positions in the generator works (left), the water
plant and pipeline system, the refrigeration and electrical shops
(right) and even to building, cement work (below) and civic action
projects.
Throughout the deployment the main pipeline supplying water
to the camp hod to be repaired. It seemed it was always springing a leak somewhere and a Bravo company crew was kept busy
repairing it.
Water fluctuation in a nearby river, the battalion's water
source, ran the risk of leaving the battalion without water by
submerging the stationary pump system or leaving it stranded
above water level. An ingenious Bravo crew came up with the
solution - a floating pump.
By placing the pump on a specially constructed pontoon float
the pump rose and fell with the fluctuating current and assured
a constant water supply for the battalion and other units on the
base.
Within the comp and on various sites Bravo company e lectricians and utilitiesmen assured the conveniences of light and
water to oil units affected. Thus it was with oil the Bravo crews
-small in size, but not in feats.

Boker

Bebber

Bennett

Bigenho

Bliss

Boerst

Brown

Brunkow

Childs

Bravo men tackle o job which usually foll to Charlie Company, la yir

Clark

Collins

Cordts

Derrick

Essigmonn

Estell

Flowe rs

Flunke r

Gordner

Fabrication is often the scene at Brovo's shop area where many par
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and crofted.

Lundy

Greeno

Gunn

Hindbough

Hall

Howard

Huffman

Jauregui

Kyle

Loscko

Lindon

McFarland

McGrew

A floating dock was designed, enabling a pump station to rise and foll with the water.

Minard

Moyer

Nielson

Penner

Petersen

Ra mociotti

Richter

Rupp

Schan kin

Schellhamer

Smith, G.

Smith, V.

Stier

Sturdevant

Summers

Thiele

Wenzel

Whitsel
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SENDING
DETAILS TO
SONG BO
AND OTHER
CONSTRUCT/ON
LT L. S. OFF
Delta Compony Commander

SITES

BUC J. PERRY
Assistant Company Commander

Delta Was Diversified, And Productive
Sending de tails to obscure places was the story of Delta company during the Vietnam deploymen t at Comp Hoines. Theirs
was also a story of bridges and because of their small size o
story of much activity.
Beginning with their arrival in July o detail was sent to Song
Bo to reconstruct a destroyed railroad bridge. Shortly thereafter
another detail was sent to Saigon to work on Morine artillery
sites. Finally the end of the month found them constructing another
bridge along Route One south of comp.
At Song Bo the work carried on un til October when o final
section was raised from the water and new center spans placed.
Serious flooding hampered the construction several times during
the lost weeks, at one time covering the entire comp site.
In mid-July o Delta company 13-mon detail began work on
three artillery sites in the Rung Sot Specialty Zone south of Saigon. Water travel was the mode of transportation for the group
as they built platforms, perimeters and housing on the artillery
sites. The detail returned from their three work sites in August.
When Bridge l 5A, five miles south of comp, was destroyed
by fire on July 31 o team from Delta company joined forces
with anothe r Seobee battalion's team to return the transportation
quickly. Working around the clock, the new structure was completed in lO days and open to traffic.
Two other bridges were completed by Delta company teams
during the deployment. These timber secondary bridges north
of Hue aided in Vietnamese transportation to Hue and south to
Do Nang.
On other fronts Delta company workers constructe d towers,
laid matting for the airport runway a nd completed many smaller
jobs within the comp and for units in the area. The steelwod<ers
and builders in Delta company were rarely seen around the comp
as one crew leader mentioned, but they were every place the
action was and proved their worth.

Berg, A.

Berg, R.

Beryord

SWC M. 0. Sunken

BUC A. F. Boker

Boker, C.

Boker, J.

Begay

Bower

Bregenzer

Brown

Bur khart, B.

Burkhart, D.

Busta

Claffey

Compton

Connolly

Culliton

Cunningham

Dahl

Davis

DeBusscher

De Jong

Denney

Doria

Edgell

Ero

Fernandez

Fleming

Working night and day Delta Company completed repairs on a runway in two short days.
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Hollister
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Hunter
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langre hr

Leja

Magnus

Mann

Matzke
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McBride

Menz

Noble
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Propp

Richmond

Saddler

Scott, D.

Scott, K.

Simmons

Spicka

Springstead

Shop work backed up crews in the field .

Bridge work dominated most of Delta Company's projects.
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Street

Strickland

Taylor

Thatcher

Thorton

Volovski

Washburn

Williams

Wisswell

Young

Zanco

LCDR J. C. GOODMAN
Supply Officer

LCDR M. L. ODOM
Operations Officer

Dental Officer

LT 0. G. HERRELL
Operations Officer

LT J. S. POULOS
Medical Officer

LTJG D. L. BAUMGARTNER
Training Officer

LTJG W. A. CRANSTON
Administrative Officer

LTJG J. W. GROVE
Chaplain

LTJG 0. J. HUBERTY
Assistant Operations Officer

It Isn't All ·Paperwork For Headquarters,
''The Men Behind The Men On The Job Sites''

ENS D. l. HOBBS
Engineering Officer

ENS E. S. UNDERWOOD
Disbursing Officer

SKCS J. l. Byrd

CSC H. A. Criddle

GYSGT A. S. Cuellar

HMC C. W . Gordon

YNC R. C. Ocampo

CEC W. H. Offeroll

CUCM E. B. Smith

CEC R. H. Smith

EAC T. M. Williams

A MIXTURE
OF FLEET
AND SEABEE
WORKERS
COMPOSE

Headquarters Co.
Toke a few Seobees (engineering aids ond other construction
rotes), odd o few pe rsonnelme n ond yeomen, mix thoroughly
·with disbursing clerks, storekeepers ond ships servicemen, odd o
pinch of commissorymen ond miscellaneous fleet rotes ond you
hove o heterogeneous mixture known for record purposes os
Headquarters company.
Almost everything that isn't classified os actual construction
work within the battalion is handled by these personnel. Although
Headquarters company is generally associated with paperwork
alone, it's o misconception. The personnelmen and yeomen along
with the disbursing clerks deal for the most port with the paperwork. This leaves perhaps Y2 of Headquarters company concerned
with other affairs.
Eng ineering aids compose a major port of the company ond
may be found working on the various job sites or drawing plans
for sites.
Commissorymen and their staff prepare the battalion's food
supply.
Corpsmen and the bottolion Me dical officer assure that the
men ore in good health and able to perform their tasks.
Storekeepers keep the men clothed and handle all equipment
or materials that will be needed by the battalion to pe rform its
construction projects successfully.
Add to these the misce llaneous tasks of bottolion barber,
special services and miscellaneous positions within the battalion
ond the forge scope encompassed by Headquarters company becomes apparent.
Headquarters company, the men behind the me n on the job
sites, prove d throughout the deployment that they were an intricate ond vital port of the battalion.
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Bomba lier
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Brogan

Supply Deportment provided many necessary materials.
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Brown, G.

Brown, J.
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Celestino
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Cooper

Cullen

Demry

Derrick
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Easler
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Garrison
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Grey
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Hostetler

Huszorski

Inmon

Johnson, R.

Johnson, S.

Kammerer

Kirby

Lang

Lozano
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Myers
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Hogue

Jensen
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Johnson, D.

Koester
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Mortar crews meant maximum security for th e camp.

LT S. Aszkler, battalion d entist.

us! o light trim.

Pruitt

Porch

Porreca

Reibly

Reo

Revell

Rogge

Rulli

Sackreiter

Sammarco

Sanders

Shirer

Stewart

Thomas

Tinker

Tyree

Vreatt

West

Williomson

Wilson

Young

Wilkinson

SONG BO

Eleven Rebuilds A Destroyed Bridge
A 30-mon detail from MCB-11 helped the Vietnamese to restore their railway system by rebuilding o French railroad bridge
spanning the Song Bo River. The bridge hod been blown up by
the Viet Cong.
The bridge built by the French in 1906-7 and later destroyed
by the enemy served as port of the railroad system which once
ran the length of Vietnam.
Repair work on the bridge began July 5 with 32 Steel Workers,
Equipment Operators and assorted constructionmen working 12
hours doily under the direction of SWC Maynord 0. Sunken. The
repair project included the clearing of one demolished span, the
raising of one span and the prefabbing of two new spans to replace the demolished section. The ruined section was removed
by on Army Flying Crone Helicopter.
Headed by Lt. L. S. Off and Chief Sunken the Detail provided
its own security when the project was first undertaken in early
July. The Seobees, who worked during the day and stood bunker
watches at night, withstood incoming mortars and repulsed enemy
attacks to earn for themselves the Naval Combat Action Ribbon.
While erecting the towers, the Detail was called upon to
weather heavy monsoon rains which raised the Song Bo to o
crest 17 feet above normal water level and caused the water
to flow waist-deep over the causeway.
In the final phase of the project, the Seobees kept ahead of
the Vietnamese railroad crew which was repairing the tracks.
Song Bo was o tough job well done.
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Phu Loe' s Bonnie And Clyde
Were Renowned For Roadwork
Bonnie and Clyde, ''the crushers", mode their way into Viel·
nom history this year. Their escapades were notorious along Route
One north of Do Nang; only highway robbery wasn't the couples
notoriety, ii was just the opposite.
"The crushers" were exactly what the name implied, rock
crushers. Clyde was a 200-ton primary rock crusher and secondary combination which was operated almost entirely by ELEVEN's
personnel a t Phu Loe. Bonnie was a similar set-up operated partially by battalion personnel. Both produced rock for use in roadwork on Route One.
Clyde surpassed his quota of crushed rock for ten consecutive weeks, longer than any previous records. Quotas of 7,500
tons a week were being produced in the lotter days of operation.
But Bonnie and Clyde were only one port of the project at
Phu Loe and on Route One. ELEVEN's 135 men along with Seobees from other battalions were involved in drilling, blasting, rock
crushing and asphalt operations at Phu Loe.
The project was begun by the battalion with its arrival in
July. Operations were headed by Ensign John A. Lorson and EOC
Gerold E. Clary. The project was completed in October with the
closing of the roadwork project on Route One in that area.

A Joint Effort Is
A Ten Day Bridge
Seabees from Mobile Construction Battalions Eleven and One
completed a 240-foot timber bridge near Camp Haynes, RVN, replacing one destroyed by the enemy ten days earlier.
Bridge 15A, known locally as the Bau Phu Bridge, was located
five miles south of Camp Haines. It was burned early on the morning of July 31. The bridge was an important part of the Route
One road system which carries all the north-south surface traffic
north of Danang.
Before the smoke had cleared, Seabees from MCB-11 were
on the site preparing a bypass and planning a replacement structure.
By noon, the rebuilding project was jointly assigned to NMCB's
Eleven and One. That afternoon, personnel and equipment were
assigned and preparations made to rebuild the structure as quickly. as possible. At 1:30 p.m. the following day the first pile was
started.
With crews working 24-hours-a-day, the bridge was opened
to traffic August 9.
Directing the day and night construction efforts were BUl 's
R. D. Collins and R. F. Wisewell with EOC W. l. Collins supervising the pile-driving work and EAC T. M. Williams overseeing the
surveying.
The project, usually a month-long job, was completed in record
time through the cooperation of the two battalions and material
help from NMCB's 128 and 133. The new bridge contains 134,131
board feet of heavy timber and cost $30,000.
Seabee men and machines turned disaster (below right) into
a new and better facility (far lower right) at the Bau Phu Bridge.
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OKINAWA

An Ancient People In A Modern World
OK/NAWA HISTORY
Little hod been heard until recently about Okinawa, largest
island in the Ryukyu Group since World War II when it was the
site of the final bloody campaign in the Pacific. Today on Okinawa, some 40,000 American servicemen man o military complex
which forms the pivot point in o chain of U.S. bases around the
rim of Asia.
Okinawa ls the only island in the Ryukyus of any consequence.
The 64 islands in the Group (48 inhabited and 16 uninhabited)
stretch 650 miles from just south of Japan to near the northern
coast of Taiwan.
Okinawa constitutes more than half of the chain's 848 squoremrle (one{ moss one{ contains seven-eigfitfis of its toto( popu(otion.
The Island is 75 miles long and varies in width from two to 10
miles. The topography ranges from low, rolling hills in the south
to jungle and mountainous wilderness in the north.
long ago the Okinawans hod their own kingdom with its
capitol at Shuri. In 1372 o Chinese mission arrived at Noho, bent
on forcing Okinawan homage. They were successful in securing
pledges of loyalty and were benevolent, bringing with them the
advantages of bilateral trade and the achievements of Chinese
culture. For 300 years the small islands of the Ryukyu Group experienced a golden age of peaceful prosperity in a Chinese
atmosphere.
In 1609 the expansion-minded Japanese brought armies to
Okinawa. They enjoyed only partial success and shored the spoils
with Chino until 1874 when the lotter bowed out. In the ensuing
two centuries, the islands gradually become the poorest port of
the Japanese empire.
American history was linked with Okinawa more than o hundred years ago when Commodore Matthew C. Perry soiled into

Noha Harbor en-route to Japan in 1853. Though apprehensive of
foreign visitors, the natives received Perry with their usual courtesy. In the course of his visit, the for-sighted Perry established
o cooling depot and o cemetery for American citizens who died
there.
FROM JAPANESE PROVINCE TO AMERICAN BASE
On Easter Sunday (April 1) 1945, five American divisions
waded ashore at Hagushi Beach under the support of massive
Naval bombardment and round-the-dock air strikes. Two months
later Japanese resistance ended and with it one of the most difficult campaigns of the Pacific. Nearly 13,000 American and l 03,JJ/'){) -~~ .i;},i_D~ ..AAL'VJ> -~f-,p ..ir.l-r,d f,W~'
Japan gave the U.S. full jurisdiction over the Ryukyus in the
Son Francisco peace treaty of 1951. The U.S., however, continues
to recognize Japanese "residual sovereignty" over the islands. A
local Ryukyuon government functions under a Chief Executive and
there is a 29-seot Ryukyuon legislature.
WEATHER AND CLIMATE
The weather on Okinawa is unpredictable, varying in temperature from mild to hot. It is cool (40° ) but usually sunny during the late autumn, winter, and early spring, and hot (90°)
during the summer. Although the Ryukyus ore within the Temperate Zone, the Japanese Current provides the worm climate.
The humidity (75%) makes these moderate temperatures seem
more extreme than they ore, but fresh breezes keep the climate
fairly agreeable the year around.
A bit cooler than the Philippines and wormer than Japan,
Okinawa's weather is pleasant except during the rainy season
from mid-April through mid-June and during the typhoon season
from late July through late November.
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''Echo'' Begins A Deployment At Camp Kinser
Amid Crude Farming And Modern Utilities
CAMP KINSER
Comp Kinser, o World War II Morine Corps base, was named
in honor of Morine Sergeant Elbert L. Kinser who covered a live
hand grenade with his body to shield his rifle platoon during on
Americon-Jpponese bottle on Okinawa on Moy 4, 1945.
The modern-day Comp Kinser is a 355-ocre Seobee base located in the geographic center of Okinawa, next-door to the
sprawling Kodeno Air Force Bose. The Comp will eventually hove
adequate facilities to support two mobile construction battalions
simultaneously.
The Comp is not all "Spartan military life." The countryside
is pleasantly dotted with stands of pine trees, rice paddies, and
fields of sugar cone and pineapple. Unimproved land on the
Camp itself is licensed for forming to local villagers who ore
allowed to walk or ride their horsedrown carts through the
Comp.
Today Camp Kinser is a quonset-hut comp despite the profusion of modern buildings now springing up throughout its area.
Barracks, Administrative Offices, company headquarters, post
office, theater, Enlisted Mens' Club, galley, and Supply functions
ore all housed within temporary structures which will slowly give
way to permanent facilities which ore completed.
Despite the fact that Comp Kinser is presently a comp of
rustic appearance, it con boast of facilities not found on larger
military installations on Okinawa. Kinser hos its own photography
laboratory, package liquor store, and well-stocked Novy Exchange. Also located in the Comp is CBPAC DET OKINAWA
which provides services of o printing plant for battalion publications.
Echo Detail's flag flew proudly below the Stars and Stripes
(left) from Comp Kinser's flagpole in front of the administrative
office area. Echo's day began with "Quarters" (below right) at
6:10 a.m.
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CMC 0. ROWE
Alpha Company Commande
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BIG RIGS FOR BIG JOBS

Alpha's There First
Both Okinawa and Guam provided a wealth of projects to
keep the heavy equipment of Alpha Company rolling through
the short deployment.
At Comp Kinser, Okinawa, the big task was the completion
of a perimeter bypass rood which hod to be cleared, blasted,
and graded from dense jungle vegetation and difficult cora l formations. When Echo Detail left Okinawa, the rood lay in a state
of near-completion after 14 weeks' work.
After the Detail's transfer to the U.S. Naval Station, Guam,
M.I., Alpha Company utilized every available piece of equipment
to tackle the projects provided by the Naval Station's Public
Works Department. Alpha's principle expenditure of both men
and equipment was mode at the future site of a two-battalion
Seobee camp. This campsite spanned 865 acres and was covered
with heavy tropical vegetation to be cleared before grading and
construction could begin.
Also on the Alpha Company schedule was transportation of
men, tools, and materials to job sites and working spaces which
were spread about the Island.
While the &Juipment Operators labored in the public eye,
Alpha's Construction Mechanics manned the shop area and performed the repair and preventive maintenance tasks which keep
the equipment on the rood.
Another realm of the Construction Mechanic was the "BEEP,"
the complicated exchange of equipment between incoming and
outgoing units.
Alpha Company machinery makes short work of tasks which
would occupy workmen for many hours (left) and accomplishes
grading work which could be done in no other way (below).
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Chamberlin

Chartrand

Clark, J.

UT's lay a pipeline at Camp Kinser and LCDR E. C. Lenz explains
job site to CDR W. K. Hartel!.
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Clark, R.

Cole

Cook

Crocker

Cronin

Darling

Decker

De Haven

Desilvey

De Young

Dillon

Durham

Ellisor

Ewing

Ferguson

Flanigan
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French, D.

French, l.

Fuller
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Hiott
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Jarman

Johnson, H.

Johnson, W.
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Kimsey
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Knotts

Echo Detail's equipment operators began grading Route 5A, a by-pass road for final paving.
Ail.
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rs
Kozerski

Kittle man

After several weeks work Route 5A receives the final asphalt topping.
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A grader 'moves out' smoothing the road as he makes way for a roller.
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:leering dense jungle land seemed to occupy many of Alpha's long working hours.
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UTC J. E. Brown

UTC K. Clemons

UTC C. Manley

CEC D. A. McConn

CW0-2 J. M. GILBERT
Bravo Company Commander

Okinawa Was
Tough For
Bravo Company
BRAVO COMPANY COPY

"B" stands for "Bravo" and "busy." Bravo Company's work
at Comp Kinser, Okinawa, a hectic move, and the heavy work
load on Guam kept the company in constant motion throughout
the deployment.
The permanent construction work at Camp Kinser provided a
new challenge for Seabees accustomed to building temporary
structures. But it was a challenge fairly-met and the various barracks and mechanical rooms were left to the Detail's relief (MCBTHREE) in a state of 90 percent completion.
Perhaps the most hectic project undertaken by Bravo Company on the Okinawa deployment was a complete rehabilitation
of Comp Kinser's electrical system following the visit of Typhoon
"Coro." Line crews worked around the clock for five days in
order to restore complete power to the comp. "Coro" also necessitated a check of the Kinser water system due to the possibility
of pollution following a typhoon. Bravo then began work on on
underground power system which will soon replace the present
overhead system and minimize the effects of future storms.
Echo Detail's representation in the Okinawa Civic Action Program consisted entirely of Bravo Company men. This is a program designed primarily to build good will between the military establishment and the natives of Okinawa.
Construction Electricians worked busily (left) as the calm
"eye" of Typhoon Coro passed over Okinawa.
Utilitiesmen found themselves working on permanent structures
such as the new galley at Comp Kinser (right) ofter having wired
and piped only sea-hut type construction during t he Viet Nam
era.
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Installation of high-powered lights greatly improved the comp area at Kinser.

Cooper

One of several Okinawa projects, a generator building gets a last minute tightening down.
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Wiring barracks and repairing typhoon damage, Bravo covered it all.
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Civic action greatly improved relationship between Okinawians and Bees.
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LTJG T. E. G UNN
Charlie Company Commander

The Actual Building
Belongs To Charlie
CHARLIE COMPANY
Looking bock on the short Okinawa deployment, Charlie
Company left its mark on many permanent construction projects
undertaken by Echo Detail in the Camp Kinser area.
New to the Seabees of Echo Detail, permanent construction
posed many challenges not normally encountered in the temporary construction recently performed by deploying Seabee
units.
In connection with the new enlisted mens' barracks b uilt by
Echo Detail, Charlie Company's concrete men were kept busy
pouring steps and patching wall surfaces damaged by the
typhoon which struck Okinawa in mid-August.
Interior .w ork mode up the bulk of Charlie Company's work
load. In both the new barracks and the new BOQ complex,
wooden surfaces were finished, roofi ng completed, heaters and
exhaust fans installed, subponels constructed and tile and decking laid.
Camp Kinser is scheduled to eventually accommodate two
complete battalions of peace-time strength, as well as provide
a regimental headquarters. Thus, the variety of construction was
great. Besides enlisted barracks, a two-story Chief Petty Officer
barracks was begun. Also included in the first phase of construction were a new 500-mon galley and a regimental office building.
Charlie Company skills ore suited to all phases of construction, inside and out, rough and intricate. Concrete men poured
and finished a cement slob in front of the new galley (for right).
Charlie Company also performed more intricate tasks such as the
building of window louvers (near right) for the 10-room BOQ
comple x.
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SWC M. P. Miller

BUCS M. D. Moseley

BUC A. Rozum

BUC L. L. Zierlein
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Finish work was the rule as construction men put finishing touches on interior and exterior of buildings.
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Many projects were left in a near state of completion.
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''H'' Company Men
Deal In Support
HEADQUARTERS COMPANY
Providing many areas of necessary support work,
the personnel of Headquarters Company were behind the scene in all bat1alion projects.
Before the heavy epuipment of Alpha Company
rolled onto a jobsite, Headquarters Company's Engineering Aids were present with the tools of their
surveying trade. With the surveying finished and the
task of clearing the land begun, other Engineering
Aids began drawing plans which would later be
used by line companies in actual construction.
The Administrative Office, made up of Yeomen
and Personnelmen, had its hands full during the
deployment. Besides the normal tasks of preparing
official correspondence and maintaining the Detail's service records, this year's office staff was

LTJG G. l. ANKNEY
Supply Officer

l TJG J. 0. CREECH
Administration Officer

LTJG D. F. NITILER
Operations Officer

ENS D. J. HOLEN
Assistant Operations Officer
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BUC J. Flaherty

BUC H. C. Winters

faced with the added work load brought on by the
early separation program. Reams of paper went
into the separation from active duty of each man
who received an "early out." It was in this office
that much of Echo Detail's midnight oil was burned.
Providing everything from pencils to uniforms
was the mission of the Supply Department. Neither
office nor line company operation can succeed without the necessary materials, be they typewriters or
saws.
Working in conjunction with the Supply Department were the Food Services ond Disbursing sections
of the Detail. It is difficult to say whether a Seabee
looks forward more to his meals or his pay check.
Whatever the verdict, the Disbursing Clerks and
Commissarymen were always prompt in rendering
their particular services.
Echo Detail's Public Affairs Office wos manned
by Journalists and Photographers Mates. It was the
PAO's task to prepare and mail out publicity for
the Detail, as well as prepare magazines, familygrams, the Plan of the Day, and the cruise book.
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Stewart
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Wohl
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Wehr
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HM2 J. French administers aid to an injured Seobee.

Typhoon Cora Leaves Her Mark

TYPHOON CORA

Winds and storm clouds built for several days, as did the
tensions of those huddled about radios in hope of hearing late
weather news. On Okinawa these signs meon " Typhoon!"
Mother Nature dealt Echo Detail little in the way of foul
weather during its first few months aboard Okinawa. Then suddenly on the 15th of August, radio and newspaper warnings
told of a typhoon, still far out at sea, which was heading toward
the Island.
The first vague news reports were soon eclipsed by the setting
of Typhoon Condition Three which labeled typhoon weather a
probability. As Condition Three was set, personnel scurried about
Camp Kinser to pick up loose debris which might be turned into
flying danger by winds of typhoon strength.
With the change of typhoon conditions from "three" to " two,"
all activities began to rig for storm conditions. Equipment was
moved to shelter and doors secured.
As Condition One was declared, there could be no doubt that
Oki stood directly in the path of Typhoon " Cora" as she raged
her way north.
Government vehicles around the Island were secured and
Camp 'Kinser pulled in its head as the storm caught Okinawa
dead-center. Quonsethut barracks flooded as driving rain found
cracks at the doors and windows. Wires from Kinser's overhead
electrical system crashed to the ground, toking with them the
usefulness of the Camp's electrical equipment.
For two days Coro pounded the Island and forced Comp
Kinser's Seabees to eat "C" Rations and drink only that water
brought to the huts in tonks. Electricians attempted emergency
repairs in on effort to bring bock at least partial power.
Finally the winds began to die as Coro passed on to spend
herself and find o grave at sea. Thanks to adequate preparation
and sensible conduct an the port of all personnel, the tyhoon
left no injuries in her woke. Physical facilities did not make out
so well as personnel.
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WE HOPE YOU HAVE

_____ ____ ENJOYED YOUR VISIT/ --HAVE ASAFE AND

PLEASANT JOURNEY"

Moving Always Comes For The Seabees
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MOVE TO GUAM
Farewells (or Soyonoros) to Okinawa may come easily to
those who ore homeward bound. But to those who ore moving
to yet another strange land, the good-byes come hard indeed.
Echo Detail found the "Keystone of the Pacific" to be a worm
and friendly example of Oriental culture mixed with enough
American influence to help on interested Seobee to understand
and be understood.
With many regrets but as many expectations, Echo Detail
mustered with seobogs pocked on 22 September and traveled to
Kodeno Air Force Bose to connect with flights to Guam. But the
soyonoros were not to be said just yet. A typhoon in the vicinity
of Guam cancelled the flights and sent the Detail bock to Comp
Kinser and the hospitality of MCB Three, which hod token over
administration of the Seobee base.
For two long days Echo Detail personnel stayed at Comp
Kinser on on alert basis. Finally the word was passed to board
the monhouls and again the Detail moved to Kodeno. This time
the weather was clement and personnel boarded the scheduled
C-l 30s for the move to another island and another chapter in a
short deployment.
No one ever claimed that a C-130 was the most comfortable
plane in which to make a long trip. Yet perhaps the most common
regret of the men of Echo Detail centered around the plane's
lack of windows. It would have been good to look back at
Okinawa. "Oki" had provided a good outfit with a good deployment, a good memory, and some very good friends.
The signs said "soyonara," (far left) but Echo Detail had
plenty of waiting in store both a t Camp Kinser (upper right) and
a t Kadena Air Base (center) before finallv boardina the C-l 30s.

Guam Brought Beautiful Scenery
GUAM ARRIVAL
Arrival on Guam! Echo Detail looked around to find o beautiful tropical island in the best tradition of o n "Adventures in
Paradise" story. Palm trees_, Jove)y beeches, dcrk-.sldnned gjrJ.s
and a sultry tropical climate added to the illusion.
Guam is o U.S. Trust Territory and appeared very "Americanized" to a detail of Seobees just transplan ted from the
Oriental a tmosphere of Okinawa. Billboards adve rtised "stateside" products and divisions of large American chain-store operations offered services of the some variety as one might find in his
home town. Modern highways connected the various towns a nd
villages of the Island and American automobiles mode up the
bulk of the traffic on these roods.
As Echo Detail manned its working spaces, personnel soon
learned that the headq ua rters building was set in scenic surroundings. Once used as a Novy Wives' Club, the building hod
been rennovoted by Echo's advance porty and overlooked the
ocean and a large patio oreo shaded by coconut palms. It was
in this patio oreo that the weekly detail parties or "Green Hours"
were held.
Space wos ot a premium and line companies improvised
offices in trailers outside the main office building.
Enlisted men found their berthing area to be modern, wellequipped borrocks. A swimming pool was provided in the "bock
yard" for quick cooling off ofter a hot da y.
The Naval Station on which Echo Detail was located provided
on excellent Special Services. Groups could charter ocean fishing
boots or check out equipment to ploy a wide variety of sports.
Individuals were offered the leisurely use of o hobby wo rkshop
or the exercise of a drivinq range and bowling alley.
The coconut palm (for left) is the principal tree on Guam and
provided cooling shade for Echo Detail's polio area (left) as well
as For its temporary headquarters building (below).
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Guam Brought Work

GUAM

Echo Detail undertook o g reat variety of projects on Guam
which took its workmen to all parts of the Island.
The various line companies do not always work separately.
Many times the skills of the Builder, Electrician, Utilitiesman, and
the Steelworkers ore blended together in the same project at the
some time. The ability to specialize on one project and contri bute
to a unified result on the next is the trademark of the Seabee.
Many of the Guam projects called for specialization of various
companies. Charlie Company performed repair work on the U.S.
Naval Station's Bachelor Civilian Quarters. BUCN F. W . Albert
(above) patched weathered cement joints at the BCQ.
Bravo Company linemen (right and far right) "stepped" poles
on a huge transmitter at the Naval Communications Station on
Guam. The term, "stepping" means the driving of spikes into a
wooden pole. The spikes act as steps for those who want to climb
to the top of the pole, but lock either the courage or agility of
these men.
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A Seabee Job Requires All Companies
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l ike any other tosk undertaken by man, o construction project
is best approached one step o l o time according to o well·
conceived pion for b est chances of success.
Headquarte rs Company a rrives first ot the propose d site.
Heavy equipme nt con clear lond only whe n its operators know
where to go, and these guide lines ore set by surveying crews.
With th e boundaries and "grade" e stablished, He odquortcrs
Company vacates th e site in favor o f Alpha and the bici machines.
Bulldoze rs cul through soil, rock, and veqeto tion, dump
trucks carry owoy the refuse, and graders level the nround. This
is Alpha Company machinery ol work. level la nd oives the
Builders all th e conditions they ask lo begin construction. The
iron muscles of construction machinery need not flex long before
th ese conditions ore met.
Each mon doing his job in conjunction with other craft smen
me ans good work completed in good time . Utilitiesmen like UT3
R. J. Brown (for le ft) could never ply the ir trade without th e
Parlie r e fforts of Engineering Aids such os EA3 T. Turnboug h ond
EA2 C. B. Forbush (le ft).

, , ...

A Little Prevention
Saves Repair Work

Seobees o re as effective as their equipment. In the Alpha
Company yards, maintenance work as well as just plain washing
(upper left) goes on doily to keep the equipment in top condition
and on the job.
It is easy to see why Alpha Company's machinery needs
constant attention. Jobsites such as future parking lots ~ower
left) provide dirt, dust, and rocks which con foul and wear vital
ports, thus bringing work too halt.
The backbone of Seobee equipment maintenance is the " PM"
or Preventive Maintenance program. At specific intervals, each
piece of Battalion f'quioment is token out of the field and "iven
a treatment similar to the "tune-up" which private owners p 0 riodicolly hove performed on the family car. Senior pe>tty officers
such as CMC R. P. Peck (left) supervise PM operations.
Equipment Operators such as CN J. K. Holl (above) ore the
happy beneficiaries of Alpha Company's maintenance work.
Smooth-operating machines make the workday poss more quickly
a nd leaves o better looking finished product.

1 ,,,,

Seobees in action! All the skills of the finest civilian constructionmen ore taught at Novy construction schools ond utilized on
projects which serve the best interests of the United States
throughout the world.
E~ho Detail wos o miniature construction bottolion employirig
oil of the construction skills taught both by Novy schools and
years of professional civilian experience. Although designated as
a detail, Echo was comprised of men in every construction rote
and could tackle the lorqest project with the confidence of on
entire construction battalion.
Builders R. E. SerrE' and R. E. ZohfE'ld place steP.I reinforceme>nt which will strengthen concrete walls (for left). Charlie Company Steel Workers (left) welded metal suoports for a Guam
structure erected in conjunction with CBC WEATPAC. Alpha Company (above) graded land at the site of a new two-battalion
Seobee campsite on Guam.
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Vietnam Good Times,
Many Silent Laughs
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Okinawa, Guam
And Amusements
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A Dog Called Echo,
A Cat Called Detail
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Nature Blessed Guam
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ANXIOUS FACES
OF EVERY AGE
WERE AWAITING

The Homecoming

The Flag Is Lowered
SIXTEEN CONSECUTIVE YEARS OF SERVICE CAME TO AN
END WITH THE DISESTABLISHING OF NAVAL MOBILE CONSTRUCTION BATTALION ELEVEN ON DECEMBER 15, 1969. FLYING SINCE THE BA TTALION WAS RECOMMISSIONED IN 1953,
THE PROUD MCB-ELEVEN PENNANT WAS LOWERED FOR THE
FINAL TIME BY BM1 THEODORE HINSON.
BECAUSE ACHIEVEMENTS AND MEMORIES CANNOT BE DISESTABLISHED, MCB-ELEVEN WILL LIVE ON IN MONUMENTS
CONSTRUCTED IN BRICK AND STEEL THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.
THE GREATEST MONUMENTS OF All Will BE THE MEMORIES
WHICH LIVE IN THE MINDS OF THE MEN WHO SERVED WITH
ELEVEN AND THOSE WHOSE LIVES WERE BETTERED BY THE
PROFESSIONAL EFFORTS OF THESE MEN.
STANDING PROUD AS REAR ADMIRAL SPENCER SMITH AND
COMMANDER JACK l. GODSEY REVIEWED, THE MEN OF
ELEVEN ASSEMBLED FOR THE LAST TIME TO PAY FINAL
TRIBUTE. A SOLEMN MOMENT REFLECTING MANY YEARS OF
TRADITIONAL "CAN DO" SEEMED MORE THAN APPROPRIATE
AS CDR. GODSEY PRESENTED ELEVEN'S PENNANT TO RADM.
SMITH.
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